Titan's dense atmosphere is thought to be an important source 5 of pickup ions in the Saturnian magnetosphere. Cassini spacecraft measure-6 ments of the plasmas near Titan show evidence of pickup ions, yet electro-7 magnetic ion cyclotron waves, which are direct indicators of ion pickup, have 8 not yet been detected. Pickup ions and their associated ion cyclotron waves 9 have been observed at Saturn's Extended Neutral Cloud (∼4-10 R s ), as well 10
water-group pickup ions originate from the Extended Neutral Cloud which is sourced 79 primarily by the icy-rings and the venting of water-molecules from the moon, Enceladus 80 [Johnson et al., 2006 ]. Yet despite more than 60 flybys of the Cassini spacecraft to date, 81 ion cyclotron waves have not been identified even though other signatures of pickup ions 82 are evident at Titan. 83 To better understand why ion cyclotron waves have not been seen at Titan, we look 84 at differences between the Titan environment and the other giant planet magnetospheric 85 environments where pickup ion generated waves are observed. We then carry out 1D 86 hybrid simulations of wave growth for variable plasma and pickup conditions in the Titan 87 environment. We explore several possibilities for the lack of ion cyclotron wave detection (ellipticity roughly −0.6) and propagate at a large angle to the field (propagation angle 134 roughly 60 o ). Given that this left-handed wave power is only slightly above the noise level 135 and that the wave analysis does not show definitive ion cyclotron-like characteristics (near-136 circular polarization, near-parallel propagation) we cannot identify these as ion cyclotron 137 waves.
138
While Titan can be thought of as analogous to these other environments in that it 139 is a source of neutrals within these giant planet magnetospheres, there are some very 140 important differences. Firstly, both Io and the Extended Neutral Cloud are located in the 141 planets' inner magnetospheres where the magnetic field is roughly perpendicular to the 142 corotating background plasma, so the nominal pickup angle, α, does not vary substantially 143 and can be considered roughly 90 o . Figure 3 shows a schematic of ion pickup at Io, where 144 the newborn ions gyrate around the magnetic field and are accelerated in the perpendicular 145 direction by the corotation electric field. The resulting pickup ion distributions are "ring"-146 shaped in velocity space, and will scatter over time on the generated ICW to a more 147 isotropic configuration. Conversely at Titan (∼20 R s ), the orientation of the ambient 148 magnetic field to the background plasma can vary substantially as Titan moves in and 149 out of the Saturnian current sheet, and sometimes exits the magnetosphere into the solar 150 wind. Here, the magnetic field orientation can vary significantly [Bertucci , 2009] , and so 151 the pickup angle could be significantly off from 90 o which suggests that conditions may 152 sometimes better resemble ion pickup in a solar wind environment (like that at comets, That Titan can be located in a magnetospheric current sheet while Io and the Extended population to be gyrotropic. Specific methodology and parameters for our simulation 199 study will be described next. 
Methodology
To simulate the necessary wave-particle interactions, we use a hybrid technique which 201 considers ions kinetically and electrons as an inertialess fluid [Winske and Omidi , 1992] .
202
This simulation code has been used in the past to reproduce the ion cyclotron waves 203 generated by pickup ions at Io and Saturn's Extended Neutral Cloud [Cowee et al., 204 2006 [Cowee et al., 204 , 2007a [Cowee et al., 204 , b, 2008 [Cowee et al., 204 , 2007b , as well as near comets [e.g., Omidi and Winske, 1986; 205 Gary et al., 1989; Gary and Sinha, 1989] . The simulation is one-dimensional in space, 206 but maintains fields and velocities in all three dimensions. Electromagnetic fields are 207 calculated from the ion densities and currents collected on an imposed spatial grid. We 208 consider the plasma to be composed of multiple singly-charged ion components, j, which 209 are either newborn pickup ions or maxwellian background.
210
For the Titan environment, we consider the background plasma to be homogenous The simulation input parameters for the runs are given in 
and perpendicular temperatures are 
Results and Discussion
We first show simulation results for the run with the nominal pickup velocity of v p = 100 251 km/s and L = 0.005 ions/cc/s. Figures 5-7 shows that wave growth and scattering of 252 pickup ions to a more isotropic configuration occurs for these simulation input parameters.
253
The time history of the average fluctuating magnetic field energy density in the injection 254 region shown in Figure 5 . The waves exhibit an exponential growth phase and show 255 saturation around Ω i t = 10. We note that saturation of the instability shortly after Figure 4) , it would observe a continuously propagating set of waves with the 280 characteristics equivalent to those in the simulation at Ω i t = 5.5. Since our simulation 281 takes place in a reference frame that is convecting past Titan rather than stationary 282 with respect to it, we carry out a test simulation in the stationary reference frame with 283 continuous injection of pickup ions throughout the simulation box to better approximate 284 the continuously produced growing waves which would be observed. This is not strictly 285 accurate since the spacecraft is not fixed with respect to the Titan interaction, but moves 286 through it with some velocity, but we believe it is a better reference frame for determining 287 the observed wave spectrum than the bulk plasma frame. Figure 8 shows the simulated 288 wave spectra from the test run, which indicates wave power at a range of wavenumbers 289 between kc/ω pi ∼ 0.5 − 3, with peak power at kc/ω pi ∼ 0.2 with frequency just below the in Figure 2 , we see that there is no PSD peak above the noise level, and that the simulated 296 PSD peak may not be high enough to be observed there.
297
We note that the maximum average amplitude of the waves in the injection region during 298 the run is δB/B 0 = 0.93 at Ω i t = 10.2 which is much higher than the magnetic noise level 299 at Titan, suggesting that such a large amplitude wave could be observed there; however, which is just below the noise level. We note that the results do not indicate that if 307 the spacecraft was further downstream it would be able to observe the waves; although 308 the wave levels remain high in the simulation after growth, in reality the waves will be 309 disrupted by turbulence in the Titan wake and so are unlikely to ever be observed by Next, we carried out simulations and compared the average wave amplitudes in the 314 injection region at Ω i t = 5.5 for the run parameters listed in Table 1 . We have chosen the 315 standard comparison time of Ω i t = 5.5 for simplicity despite the fact that the different 316 pickup velocities imply a different flow velocity and subsequently a different transit time 317 through the mass loading region. We presume in this case that the nominal background Figure 12 shows the wave PSD 354 for α = 30 o , which shows the peak power Doppler shifted to higher frequencies than in 355 Figure 9 . ]. We note that while these simulation results imply that ion cyclotron waves are at 401 the cusp of observability at Titan this is not necessarily the case since we have carried 402 out these simulations with a 1D simulation. In such a system, wave energy is restricted can be spread over a wider range of angles and so the wave amplitudes are likely to be 405 lower.
406
If the ion cyclotron waves are growing, then they could be actively scattering the pickup 407 ions to a more isotropic configuration in velocity space within several gyroperiods, even if 408 the wave amplitudes are below the ambient magnetic noise level. Simulation results show 409 that the pickup ion ring with T ⊥ ∼ 800 eV is still clearly identifiable in velocity space at 410 Ω i t = 5, but has scattered to near isotropy with a T ⊥ ∼ T || ∼ 500 eV by Ω i t = 10.
411
While this study is focused on α = 90 o , which yields the most anisotropic pickup ion with v p = 100 km/s and L = 0.005 ions/cc/s. Figure 6 . B y along the simulation axis, z, at four times during the run with v p = 100 km/s and L = 0.005 ions/cc/s. Table 1 with a pickup ion ring with T ⊥ /T || ∼ 300 (i.e. the ring has undergone some scattering from its initial T || ∼ 0 configuration). Figure 11 . Wave amplitudes at Ω i t = 5.5 for runs with varying injection rate, L, and v p = 100, 70, and 40 km/s. Figure 10 . Dispersion solutions for the parameters listed in Table 1 with a pickup ion ring with T ⊥ /T || ∼ 300 (i.e. the ring has undergone some scattering from its initial T || ∼ 0 configuration). 
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